JORDAN & EGYPT DIALOGUE

Open to all students from all Northeastern disciplines

SUMMER 1
CREDITS IN ARABIC LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

See reverse for more details
Jordan-Egypt Dialogue

APPLY via Northeastern GEO Dialogue website

JOIN US FOR AN INFORMATION SESSION!

- TUESDAY NOV. 12 @ 12:00PM 201B, RENAISSANCE PARK
- WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13 @ 5:00PM, EGAN 306
- MONDAY NOV. 18 @ 5:00PM, CURRY 348

Apply if you want to:
- EXPERIENCE the Middle East and learn from local experts
- EXPLORE Petra, the Dead Sea, the Pyramids & more!
- ENJOY delicious, home-cooked food and celebrate Ramadan
- LEARN (or improve) your Arabic and cross-cultural communication skills

FOR ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT PROGRAM DIRECTOR, DENIS SULLIVAN AT: D.SULLIVAN@NORTHEASTERN.EDU